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KUIA 

 

The water is cold, and nice and I like it on my toes.  I like to wriggle them 
just under the sand until I can’t see them and then pull them out and watch 
the swirl of grit.  I wonder if I’ll see a little ika or koura.  If I was a big girl I 
could catch it like Tama.  
 

That’s my grandmother down on the beach, the lakefront at Rotoiti.  She’s 

just turned three and all she’s ever known is this place, the abundance of kai 

in the lake and forest, the protection of the bush all around, Granny’s little 

bach by the wharekai and the marae.  You have to pretend her thoughts are 

in Maori, because that was her first language, but I can’t think in Maori so I 

can’t write it here.  Sorry Nan.  Wait, I’ll have to hush now, someone’s 

coming. 

   “Hinewai! Hine? Kei te aha koe?  What are you doing kotiro? Come 

back now!” 

   “Ae Mama.”  Her voice still has that toddler squeak to it, each word 

spoken at a frequency no adult ear can really capture.  She turns away from 

the water on slightly bowed legs, puku proudly poking out her dress.  She 

treads both soft and rough earth on bare feet, so used to being worn already 

that they barely feel the difference between the temperature at dawn or 

midday.  Now it is almost dusk. 

   “Mama, I’m hungry” 

   “Ae, bub, it’s time for kai” 

   Hinewai takes her mother’s hand, looking up at her swollen belly as 

she does so, wondering as she does every day now, how a baby can be living 

in there, when she will arrive.  She has decided the baby will be a girl for her 

to play with.  They go into the wharekai for their tea.  Hinewai inhales the 

tang of puha mixed with the delicious fatty aroma of wild pork, probably the 

pig Uncle Bobby got on Sunday.  Her hunger suddenly becomes strong and 
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she hurries towards the enormous open fireplace, tugging at Ana’s hand.  

Ana ladles a bowl for her from the huge black cast-iron pot that perpetually 

heats over the fire and they sit down to their meal with the rest of the 

whanau.  Today there are many people here for a hui, and Hinewai shuffles 

closer to her mother, watchful and cautious.  She prefers it on quiet days - 

weeks can go by when the only people around are Hinewai and her siblings, 

her mother Ana, and Granny. 

 Hinewai likes watching the older kids from behind Granny’s skirts.  

Ana is often busy cooking or cleaning and Hinewai is shy of the other 

children.  She is the only one that enjoys Granny’s company, preferring to 

play at her feet rather than run off with her cousins.  The other kids are wary 

of Granny who, though going blind and shrinking with age, is a dauntingly 

sharp woman with a fierce tongue.  She has the respect of all but the 

unconditional devotion of only a few.  Hinewai adores her, and the old woman 

dotes on her mokopuna, sneaking sweet treats to her that remain elusive to 

the other children. 

 After kai, Hinewai follows Ana and Granny out to the bach where the 

women prepare for the evening, sweeping out the whare and getting beds 

organised.  As the sky darkens she sits outside the door singing mismatched 

oriori to herself, pulling at grasses and imitating Ana’s weaving.  Granny 

goes out to sit with her mokopuna, watching as the stars become clearer and 

brighter in the deepening dark.  The days are still warm but coolness 

descends suddenly with the sunset.  Hinewai is happy to go inside to the 

warmth when Granny tells her its bedtime, but momentarily looks wistfully 

at the stars, yearning for their company.  Her brother runs wild with the 

older boys, but will return to the comfort of his bed soon, perhaps with a 

catch for Ana from night-fishing, or an eel from the creek.  Hinewai hopes for 

the eel – tuna, her favourite. She snuggles into the bed laid out for her, 

rocked by the rhythm of the women’s voices discussing that day’s work, and 

the next. 
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There is a strangeness to the next sensation she feels.  She knows it is later.  

It is very dark.  The voices are no longer soft and rhythmic, but urgent and 

accompanied by animal-like sounds – grunting, panting.  She knows 

something is wrong before she opens her eyes so she keeps them closed for a 

while, waiting for whatever it is to stop and go away.  When it doesn’t, 

curiosity overcomes her and she opens her eyes, to blurriness at first.  The 

grunting occasionally becomes whimpers and cries and as her vision clears 

Hinewai is able to focus on the creature emitting the sounds – her mother.  

Hinewai sees her by the light of the fire, the flames seem to be licking her 

skin and for a moment she wonders if this is the source of her mother’s pain.  

Then she sees that her mother is kneeling holding her belly, sometimes 

leaning forward in keeping with the motion of her cries.  Hinewai has seen 

this before, she knows her mama is having the baby and she should feel 

reassured.  But she doesn’t.  The sounds aren’t right.  There is too much 

crying out.  The cries are too high-pitched.  This is not the earthy moaning 

she heard when Aunty Mere had her baby.  Something about it scares her.  

And Granny looks worried too, she is frowning and giving loud, grim-

sounding orders to the other adults.  Then Granny sees her, and her face 

drops in alarm.  Bubba is up, she says, Tama, take Hinewai away!  Hinewai’s 

eyes are wide and round, she searches Granny’s face for an answer, for 

reassurance.  Her mother is not her mother anymore but the creature, and 

now there is blood coming out. Granny looks at her moko briefly, checking the 

girl is okay, but this is a mistake.  They are too close.  Granny can’t hide her 

fear and inability to control the situation from her grand-daughter.  Hinewai 

watches her kuia fighting to hide the emotion in her eyes, and then look 

away, better to not make eye contact anymore.  Before her brother lifts and 

takes her out she knows, and there is no unknowing that can be done. 

 Hinewai wakes to the smell of Granny’s skirts and the sound of 

keening.  The rest of the night has passed in surreal flashes of family 
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bustling to and from the bach, Tama wrapping his arms around his little 

sister even as he shook with terror himself. By dawn exhaustion finally 

overtook both of them and they slept in the wharenui with the other whanau.  

My grandmother now digs herself further into her grandmother’s skirts, but 

with full consciousness comes the terrible knowing again.  Her little body and 

young mind struggle to fight the heavy blackness that threatens to 

overwhelm her.  She is too young to comprehend her loss, yet she bravely lets 

her grief out into the open, crying with the others as Granny rocks her.  The 

family gathers around the tupapaku, Ana’s body, and wrap their words of 

love and loss and memory around her.  

  I see her there, Hinewai’s little face recognising the absence of her 

mother in her own body, the questions: Where are you? Why? What did I do 

wrong? Her prayers, pleas, anger, disbelief.  The days will pass like this.  One 

day after the whanau says goodbye to my great-grandmother and plant her 

remains in the earth, Hinewai will start to play again.  But there will always 

be that blackness – the creature that took her mother away – lurking about, 

so that she will carry it like a wound. 

 Nan, I am your arrogant grand-daughter.  What do I know of your pain 

and loss seventy years ago?  I don’t know a thing.  I see you there though, you 

know you look a bit like my daughters, a bit like me at that age.  I was 

younger than three when I lost my mother. She didn’t die like Ana, and I was 

lucky to get her back 15 years later.  But she was a ghost in my childhood, a 

terrible empty space that haunted me even though I was less than conscious 

about it.  I always felt close to you Nan, we always understood each other.  

Perhaps this is one of the reasons why. 


